Church ReImagined

The conversation about the future of church which, we have been practically engaged in, seems to have intensified through this year of the pandemic. As churches have gone online they have discovered that being the church is not as dependant on their buildings as perhaps once thought. And being church online has shown people that church can be reimagined in a variety of ways.

We are looking to enable that conversation further and as a result have started an online channel for this conversation called Church ReImagined. We have now hosted a number of conversations on subjects related to reimaging church including with well known authors and thinkers such as Steve Aisthorpe (author of Rewilding the Church), Cathy Ross (co-author of Imagining Mission) and Mark Scandrette of the San Francisco based Nine Beats Collective. These have all been fascinating and inspiring conversations.

We’re currently planning more of these for the later spring and into the autumn so do check out the page find out more!
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